December 6, 2020

Fiscal-monetary coordination
A badly misleading idea whose time has not come
Macroeconomic policy thinking has clearly shifted in a reflationary direction, and actual policies have
followed, although not necessarily in a straight line, especially in the case of fiscal. This has important
implications of inflation breakevens and equities, which have already played out to a large extent and yet
still probably have further to run. This is not to say that equities must rally further from here, but that the
influence of policy taken in isolation points in that direction.
From the perspective of fiscal policy
On the fiscal side, policy academics (lagging markets) seem recently to have converged on two important
ideas. First, the proximity of the effective lower bound on interest rates, and the broad inefficacy of
unconventional tools of monetary policy, has left the developed economies chronically short of aggregate
demand, which calls for some sort of remedy away from central banks.
Second, the lower bound is a reflection of “secular stagnation”, one of whose apparent effects is to drive
r* far below g*, even though g* itself has fallen. When r* is reliably below g*, fiscal capacity is certainly
increased, and the idea of even limits on fiscal expansion becomes a more dubious concept. This makes
running larger fiscal deficits an obvious remedy. Not only is the resulting public debt more tolerable, but it
may also be a positive good to the extent it eventually puts upward pressure on r* and thereby alleviates
the effective lower bound on rates, allowing central banks to get more traction. If anything, the policy
academics working in this area understate their case by suggesting a higher r* might be a yellow light, not
yet flashing, as opposed to an explicit objective of fiscal policy.
The conditions for Ponzi public finance are in place

Source: CBO, BEA, Federal Reserve, Bloomberg, FH calculations
All data with the exception of bond yield data are most recent vintage. Bond yield is as of this morning. I use the estimated yield to the conventional 5year Treasury as the proxy of r* most relevant to fiscal sustainability.
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Before moving on from the now conventional case for fiscal reflation, it will be worth pausing to consider a
few important aspects of it:

• The term Ponzi public finance is not meant to be disparaging, at least these days. And the term may

be slightly unfortunate to the extent it invokes an inevitable crash, once people figure out what is going
on.1 What the term means to invoke is the notion of confidence. When r* is durably well below g*, the
public debt can in principle be rolled over indefinitely, regardless of its size or relationship with GDP.
The reason is that the debt, whatever its size, will be naturally self-liquidating, so long as the
government does not run a large primary deficit. Given that default will involve loss of market access
and the need to run a primary balance, default is always dominated by staying current on the debt,
even among presumably short-sighted policy makers. Moreover, this concept does not suffer from
circular reasoning by assuming away a fiscal risk premium. The risk premium is a function of r*, which
is default free by definition.

• The main issue with Ponzi public finance, at least as recognized by its advocates, is that r* might at

some point rise relative to g*. This has a few implications. First, advocates of Ponzi public finance
tend to refer to fiscal capacity as ample, rather than unlimited on the logical grounds mentioned above.
Second, some of these advocates, such as Summers and Blanchard argue that the implications of r
surprisingly jumping above g could be mitigated by extending the term of the federal debt, which is
precisely the opposite of what Qwee and QE effectively do. Third these same advocates are keen to
emphasize that what they are proposing here is “mainstream” economics which has nothing to do with
the logic of MMT. I side with the mainstream on that issue, but the MMT crowd has an important
rhetorical advantage here. Olivier Blanchard, for example, had the logic for Ponzi public finance about
30 years ago. But he failed to recognize that r*<g* was an equilibrium condition — and increasingly so.
Therefore, he spent a lot of time missing the main point and urging us to worry that r vs g might change
signs, a position from which he has only recently backed away. In contrast, MMT fans got to where
mainstream is now — on the practical implications — at least 20 years ago. And it is pointless to argue
with success, especially in markets.

• This last aspect is by far the most important to the main point I am pushing in this report. The very

reason that the mainstream has shifted to a preference for fiscal reflation over focusing on containing
the debt/GDP ratio is that they recognize that doing so will not create a burden on the Fed via
inevitable pressure latter on to inflate. This is absolutely crucial to the confusion around “coordination”,
so I ask that you linger a bit over this thought. Under the conditions of secular stagnation, r*<g*, which
give rise to the the logic of Ponzi public finance, the risk that the Fiscal Theory of the Price Level
(FTPL) is relevant goes down a lot, which means that fiscal expansion can proceed without implicating
the Fed. Of course, this same point, can be recast without even invoking FTPL or the Fed. Instead, of
saying there will be no need to inflate, we might say that there would be no need to deliver an eventual
abrupt fiscal consolidation in order to avoid inflating — or otherwise effectively defaulting. That
alternative way of putting it would actually be closer to my own taste. But reasonable people disagree
on this distinction, and the key claim here is that the logic of Ponzi public finance makes both those
concerns largely go away. So if we describe this situation as involving “coordination”, then we are
virtually guaranteed to mistake what is actually going on here, and in ways that extend beyond mere
semantics, as I will demonstrate below.

From the perspective of monetary policy
The case for reflation from the Fed’s perspective largely overlaps with the case from the perspective of
fiscal policy managers or — more precisely — public intellectuals trying to influence fiscal policy
managers. The Fed is aware that its policy efficacy is severely limited by the proximity of the effective
lower bound on rates, although they have until recently been shy about emphasizing this point.

I suspect the etymology may have something to do with the fact that the idea was considered dangerous, when first proposed, on
the grounds that r vs g was believed to be unstable, as mentioned in the text.
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And they understand both that fiscal reflation would help alleviate the lower bound and that it is less likely
to burden them in the future, so long as secular stagnation is in place. Accordingly, the Fed leadership
has begun, quite understandably, to agitate for more fiscal expansion. This makes perfect sense,
although one side effect of it is to rile up the “coordination” crowd.
In the United States, the task of delivering a low stable inflation rate or “price stability”, as the euphemism
goes, has been assigned to the Fed. And this creates an important distinction between what the Fed is
up to and what fiscal policy managers are up to in this context. For example, the Fed has recently come
clean on its longstanding recognition that a prolonged inflation undershoot can undermine inflation
expectations and thus frustrate its pursuit of its long-term inflation target of 2%.
The central bank has responded to this in two ways. First, they have dropped the pretense that the main
issue around their (weak) unconventional tools is their awesome and unknown power for good or evil.
And second, they have committed to an overshoot of their 2% long-term target for a while, ideally during
this cycle, and the sooner the better, in order to reset to prevent a further erosion of inflation expectations
and ideally reset them higher.
Higher inflation expectations would would make the lower effective bound on nominal interest rates less
binding for any given level of r*, as a matter of arithmetic. Of course, prospective movements of r* are
more important than any plausible changes of inflation expectations, given the Fed’s current intentions. At
least, this holds in the base case, in which things work out and there is no deflationary spiral. But it is
truly a case of picking the plump low-hanging fruit for the Fed to deliver an inflation overshoot to reset
inflation expectations at a level that is consistent with their unchanging long-term inflation objective. And
that is why I saw this innovation coming a decade ago. Indeed, I would say that the Fed has been aiming
at above 2% inflation for about a decade.2 The only thing that has changed is that they have become
progressively more adamant and have recently decided to come clean on the issue.
If things work out for the Fed, that is, if their preferences for inflation in this episode end up being self
actualizing, then a couple important implications will play out along the way. First, any upside impetus to
demand growth, whether it arise from good luck or from more expansionary fiscal policy, is likely to end
up, at least for a long time, as self-reinforcing. The reason is that the Fed is firmly committed not to
resisting the growth impetus but instead to allow a bit of overheating to develop. They will not waste
good fortune, which has crucially important implications for the risks around the business cycle which in
turn feed into equity market performance, as is — I concede — broadly recognized. Secondly, the Fed
will welcome a rise of inflation expectations, including in the bond market, because they support the Fed’s
conventional and unchanging commitment to hitting its 2% inflation target over time.
Seemingly random photogenic image to break up two pages of text

Source: Twitter, specifically here.

The practical relevance of that preference is that the Fed has been more dovish throughout that consensus expected, which was
practically speaking a very big deal. That the Fed did not deliver on its preference reflects bad luck and probably a bad inflation
model, but neither of those two things disqualify the crucially important practical implication of their preference, which we have seen
play out repeatedly.
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Coordination will encourage you to lose the plot
As I see it, this is a very simple story. Taken in isolation it is certainly bullish a continuation of the
expansion and through that channel equities, as we have already seen. But the logic behind it is
conventional and makes reference to no crazy exotica, like money printing or helicopter drops, or even
the notion that the Fed pins short rates at an odd level.
As the Fed sees it, the main case for a low funds rate is that r* is very low. The actual funds rate will be
allowed to remain below that implied by (hard to discern but logically relevant) r* until a mild inflation
overshoot is achieved. But the idea that the short term real interest rate will be determined by realeconomy forces largely external to the Fed remains front and center, mitigated only by the commitment to
a transitory and mild inflation overshoot. There is no need for kooky click bait in describing this.
And yet the temptation among analysts to see “coordination” here is apparently irresistible. This reminds
me quite a bit of the early days of QE, in the sense both that the logic is mistaken and that there is no
percentage in resisting the presumed early stage implications. QE was initially taken as risk-asset bullish,
which was hardly unhelpful. And it became important to recognize that it was not the main thing only
when people were fretting wrongly about QE being withdrawn. Similarly with coordination. If you think it
is pro-growth and bullish, then you are probably right, for now, so long as you don’t view it as too radical
to be likely. It is in the more extreme manifestations, presumably set to kick in ultimately, that mistakenly
seeing “coordination” would create problems extending beyond mere semantics.
For example, consider this thought piece by Jens Nordvig, who now runs the Ex Ante Data consultancy.
He is keen to emphasize that “money printing”, including that associated with QE would be taken as
inflationary only among the naive. So far, so palatable, to me. But then he raises the prospect that this
might change because of coordination. The passages related most directly to that appear in the
introduction and conclusion, and I cite them below in sequence:
The question is whether we are at a regime shift, in which monetary and fiscal policy are much
more coordinated, and where the combination of fiscal and monetary (FisQEl policy) can matter
for inflation. If that is the case, markets may again have something new to learn.
… This is a simple difference, between different types of monetary expansion. But somehow it has
been missed by many, leading to ‘forecasting disasters’ by those who are ‘religious’ about the role
of money in inflation dynamics. What matters in a forward looking sense is whether we are truly in
a new regime. A new regime in which aggressive money printing and fiscal expansion go hand in
hand. I like to call it FisQEl policy. In this regime, money printing may indeed be associated with a
real demand spike, and then it can very well be a part of a process that drives inflation higher.
My point here is not just to use Jens as a foil for my own take on the economics. His piece, mostly the
stuff before the BUT, raises some points of economics that seem clever to me. He also has only 1/5 the
words, surely a win!
Rather, what I am driving at here is that this notion of “coordination”, the wrongness of it, is not ultimately
just a matter of semantics. It is leading people into the mistaken view that the Fed has already — or must
ultimately — become subservient to the Treasury in a way that raises the prospect of extreme outcomes.
In fact, policy makers are reacting in fairly conventional ways to changed circumstances, which they have
recognized admittedly with a bit of a delay.
If I have the right take here, then some of the “blame” may be attributable to those public intellectuals
whose ideas I have highlighted in this report. They do have a tendency to speak as though they are on
the vanguard of new thinking, when really all they are doing is some Bayesian updating about 20 years
behind the bond market. Olivier Blanchard, whose 30-year old model is to my mind the most instructive
here, is perhaps the worst — or best? — example of that, as alluded to above.
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Fiscal dominance is far less likely, not impossible
I would like to conclude here by being extra careful not to weaken the force of my argument, which I think
is important, by overstating it. The developments that have come to be known collectively by secular
stagnation have apparently forced r* durably below g*, which has exacerbated the troubles associated
with the effective lower bound on rates and made a fiscal remedy much more palatable. This is playing
out with important market-bullish effects, which are not well assessed by invoking “coordination.” Indeed,
coordination will encourage you to miss the plot, in the short run by viewing mundane things as radical
(and thus perhaps unlikely) and in the long run by imagining extreme effects associated with regime
change at the Fed.
That is the main point of this report. However, it is possible that fiscal policy makers might end up
overdoing it, perhaps by maintaining fiscal expansion long past the point at which r* might be expected to
remain durably below g*. That is definitely not relevant for now. What is in play relies on the exact
opposite assumption. But if we cast our mind sufficiently forward we can imagine it happening.
How might that implicate the Fed? It could actually result in extreme pressure on the Fed to inflate or at
least to keep real interest rates too low in order to ease the financing of the deficit in the short run. But
here is a fun fact related to that. Whether this happens or not in the distant future is almost entirely
independent of what the Fed does now. I assert that people are disinclined to get this because Ben
Bernanke and QE enthusiasts propagandized people into believing that the Fed actions in the first
instance, rather than their intentions, are what matter. Do not be like them.
In fairness there is one minor — and fun — complication in that claim, which I should take account of,
again to avoid weakening my argument by overstating it. It is true that when the Fed acquires longduration assets funded with reserves that it is effectively shortening the average maturity of the federal
debt. And it follows further from this that, say, a spike in market r relative to actual g, would have a larger
or more immediate effect on public finances than would be the case without QE. The reality of how this
affects the consolidated public sector is what ultimately matters here. But within the accounting, this
would show up as net losses at the Fed feeding a reduction of the present value of remittances back to
Treasury, at least in the central case where the Fed stuck with its formal commitment to 2% inflation over
time.
Summers upbraiding Bernanke for making Ponzi finance just slightly less safe

See roughly 1:38 of the video here for the section at Brookings where Summers makes that fun, if secondary, point.
You can tell Summers is the smartest of the several participants because he has the most books behind him. It is worth watching the whole thing,
especially the second half with the brand name guys, because even those without many books say illuminating and practically important things.
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This would in turn give rise to two outcomes. First, there would be pressure for an immediate fiscal
consolidation to avoid a loss of fiscal credibility or associated pressure on the Fed to inflate. That would
be bad and why the fiscal policy intellectuals speak of ample as opposed to unlimited fiscal capacity these
days.
Second, we can imagine that this might spill into pressure on the Fed, through the usual FTPL channels,
and then reinforced by the fact that legacy QE interacting with conventional monetary policy would force
the Fed to take losses. That would exacerbate the effect on the consolidated public sector’s financial
position of r going above g, as discussed above. But at the margin it might also create a political case for
the Fed to be sluggish raising rates.
And this raises a fun irony on which I conclude. By doing a lot of QE, and meaningfully shortening the
average maturity of the federal debt, the Fed is actually be making the fiscal sustainability more, not less,
susceptible to uncertainty around the distribution of r*-g*.
This will not likely affect the Fed’s behavior. For now, they will do QE if and when it helps with reflation.
And later they will take their lumps on the off chance those lumps arrive soon enough even to be relevant
worry now. But for me, it is a fun fact that “coordination” also gets this — admittedly tertiary — restraint
on the Fed’s actions now backward. As I see it, on the little picture as on the big, coordination has a
perfect record. It’s the sort of insight a trader can use, as a colleague once put it to me snarkily back in
the day.
Gerard MacDonell
gerard@frontharbor.com
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